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Proposed Evidence of Kent Roach 

The Proposed Witness's Expertise 

I am a Professor of Law at the University of Toronto where I hold the Prichard Wilson 

Chair in Law and Public Policy and cross appointments in the departments of criminology and 

political science. The respective roles of intelligence and evidence in terrorism investigations has 

been one of my main areas of research. I have addressed these questions in a number of 

publications including: 

"Miscarriages of Justice in the War Against Terror" (2005) 109 Penn State Law Review 

967-1041 (with Gary Trotter). 

"The Criminal Law and Terrorism" in V. Ramraj, M. Hor and K. Roach, eds., Global 

Anti-Terrorism Law and Policy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005) 129-

151. 

"Charkaoui and Bill C-3: Some Implications for Anti-Terrorism Policy and Dialogue 

Between Courts and Legislatures" (2008) 42 Supreme Court Law Review (2d) 281-354 

"When Secret Intelligence Becomes Evidence: The Implications of Charkaoui II and 

Khadr" (2009) 47 Supreme Court Law Review [forthcoming, 2009]. 

"The Eroding Distinction Between Intelligence and Evidence III Terrorism 

Investigations" in Andrew Lynch et al eds. George Williams et al eds. Counter-Terrorism 

and Beyond: The Culture of Law and Justice (London: Routledge, forthcoming May, 

2010) 

I have also prepared a monograph research study for the Commission of Inquiry into the 

Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight 182 entitled: 
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The Unique Challenges of Terrorism Prosecutions: Towards a Workable Relation 

BelYveen Intelligence and Evidence vol 4 of the Research papers of the Commission of 

inquiry into the Investigation of Air India Flight 182 publication forthcoming. 

In addition, I have served on the research advisory committee for the Commission of Inquiry into 

the. Activities of Canadian Officials in Relation to Maher Arar and as Research Director (Legal 

Studies) for the Commission of Inquiry into the Bombing of Air India Flight 182. 

Miscarriages of justice have also been an important research focus of mine. It has also 

resulted in a number of publications including: 

"Wrongful Convictions and Criminal Procedure" (2003) 42 Brandeis Law Review 349-

369. 

"Unreliable Evidence and Wrongful Convictions" (2007) 52 Criminal Law Quarterly 

210-236 

"The Protection of Innocence under Section 7 of the Charter" (2006) 34 Supreme Court 

!" .. 

Law Review 249-303 

"The Causes and Remedies of Wrongful Convictions: Adversarial and Inquisitorial 

Themes" (2009) 45 North Carolina Journal of Intemational Law (forthcoming) 

My proposed evidence will focus on the differences between intelligence and evidence and the 

problems associated with reliance on secret intelligence as a means to impose legal consequences 

on individuals. In particular, I will examine the dangers of miscarriages of justice caused by the 

use of intelligence that is manifestly unreliable or of unknown reliability. I will also examine the 

", dangers of reliance on evidence that can never be produced at trial and exposed to adversarial 

challenge and the full application of rules relating to the burden and quantum of proof and the 
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basic rules of evidence because of the need to protect the secrecy of intelligence sources, 

methods and promises of secrecy given to foreign agencies. 

The Differences Between Intelligence and Evidence 

Any discussion of the relation between intelligence and evidence should start with 

definitions and considerations of the different purposes of intelligence and evidence. Intelligence 

refers to generally secret information that is produced to infornl decision-makers of possible 

security threats and risks. Evidence refers to information that is presented in court for the 

purposes of adjudication. In the criminal context, evidence refers to information that is presented 

to the court by opposing parties that is relevant to issues of guilt and innocence. 

In order to understand the differences between intelligence and evidence and their 

different purposes and values, it is helpful to construct ideal models. Ideal models are a common 

scholarly device. They are particularly helpful in revealing different value choices. I Although 

the distinctions between intelligence and evidence have at times been blurred in a post 9/11 

world, there is no escape from the very different value choices that are inherent in the paradigms 

of preventive intelligence about risk and retributive evidence of guilt. 

The ideal models of intelligence and evidence outlined here can be traced back to the 

Cold War. Although espionage and treason have always been crimes, intelligence agencies 

operated in the Cold War environment secure in the knowledge that their main task was to 

produce secret intelligence for government decision-makers. This Cold War mindset drew sharp 

dichot~mies between intelligence and evidence and between the role of the police and 

intelligence agencies. In 1983, a Canadian Senate Committee drew a dichotomy between the 

"essentially reactive" work of autonomous police and prosecutors who focused on "apprehension 

1 Herbert Packer The Limits of the Criminal Sanction (Stanford University Press, 1968); Kent Roach "The Criminal 
Process" in Cane and Tushnet eds. The Oxford Handbook of Legal Studies (Oxford University Press 2003). 
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and adjudication" with security intelligence work which "seeks advance warning"; "requires 

secrecy" and is subject to political direction. 2 The Committee elaborated: 

Law enforcement is essentially reactive. While there is an element of infonnation-

gathering and prevention in law enforcement, on the whole it takes place after the 

commission of a distinct criminal offence. The protection of security relies less on 

reaction to events; it seeks advance warning of security threats, and is not necessarily 

concerned with breaches of the law. Considerable .. publicity accompanies and is an 

essential part of the enforcement of the law. Security intelligence work requires secrecy. 

Law enforcement is 'result-oriented', emphasizing apprehension and adjudication, and 

the players in the system- police, prosecutors, defence counsel, and the judiciary- operate 

with a high degree of autonomy. Security intelligence is, in contrast, 'infonnation-

oriented'. Participants have a much less clearly defined role, and direction and control 

within a hierarchical structure are vital. Finally, law enforcement is a virtually 'closed' 

system with finite limits- commission, detection,. apprehension, adjudication. Security 

intelligence operations are much more open-ended. The emphasis is on investigation, 

analysis, and the fonnulation of intelligence.3 

This understanding of security intelligence as solely designed to give governments secret 

warnings is consistent with CSIS's long standing policy to destroy raw intelligence after 

analytical summaries were produced for governmental decision-makers so as to maximize 

secrecy. The retention of intelligence as possible evidence was viewed as exceptional. In 2008, 

the Supreme Court of Canada held that CSIS' s long Standing policy of destroying raw 

2 Report of the Special Committee of the Senate on the Canadian Security Intelligence, Delicate Balance: A Security 

Intelligence Service in a Democratic Society (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1983) at p.6 para 14. 
3 Ibid 
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intelligence violated its own statute and the Charter in part because it deprived all concerned of 

the "best evidence." The Court overturned a lower court decision that had affmned CSIS' s 

policy on the basis that CSIS was not a police force and it commented that the Senate 

Committee's understanding of the respective roles of police forces and security intelligence 

agencies was dated and should be qualified in light of increased interaction between the two 

agencies in terrorism investigations. 4 

Secrecy has been an essential attribute of intelligence. In 1982, the Supreme Court of 

Canada held that Ministers had an absolute right to prevent the disclosure of information on 

17) national security grounds. 5 In 1984, an accused in a Canadian terrorism prosecution was denied 
J-~:.J. 
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access to CSIS surveillance material without any judge even examining the material to determine 

if it contained exculpatory material. 6 In 1988, a person whose security clearance was denied 

because of his alleged associations with the Communist Party was not allowed to examine the 

information in part because of a concern that "an informed reader", probably in the KGB, could 

piece together ongoing operations or sources from "apparently innocuous information" and 

because of the importance of promoting "exchanges of information between friendly countries of 

the western world". 7 

The following chart outlines some of the operating assumptions of the competing 

paradigms of intelligence and evidence. As can be seen, the evidence paradigm is tied to a 

criminal justice model that focuses on the need to prove a guilty act and a guilty mind. It is based 

on an assumption of a public trial in which the state has to disclose relevant and especially 

4 Charkaoui v. Canada 2008 see 38 at para 28. 

S Commission de droits de la personne v. A.G. Canada [1982] 1 S.CR. 215. 
6 

Re Kevork (1984) 17 CCC.(3d) 426 (F.C.T.D.). See also Re Goguen (1984) 10 C.C.C(3d} 493 at 511. (F.C.T.D.) 

7 Henrie v. Canada (Security Intelligence Review Committee) (1988) 53 D.L.R.(4th
} 568 at 577-578 affd (1992) 88 

D.L.R.(4
th

} 575 (FecI.CA.) 
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exculpatory information to the accused. It contemplates that the manner in which the evidence 

was obtained could be relevant to its admissibility. The scope of this relevance would vary from 

jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but even those jurisdictions without a Bill of Rights would allow 

confessions to be challenged because they were involuntary. In theory, the police have 

obligations to collect exculpatory as well as incriminating evidence. In addition, the ideal model 

of evidence assumes that only relevant and reliable evidence should be considered. To this end, 

there are rules restricting the use of hearsay evidence, bad character evidence, and improperly 

obtained evidence. A person's expertise generally has to be established to justify the admission 

of opinion evidence. All evidence should be presented in public and subject to adversarial cross-

examination. All evidence must be measured against defined burdens and standards of proof. 

The intelligence paradigm is based on the values of the producers and consumers of 

intelligence. The aim of intelligence is to identify security risks and suspect associations as 

opposed to guilty acts and minds. Intelligence is subject to internal verification as opposed to the 

external checks of adversarial challenge and cross-examination. Secrecy is essential both to 

protect the sources and methods of the intelligence agency and promises of secrecy made to 

other agencies that share intelligence. The secrecy of sources and methods also means that it 

may be impossible to know how information was obtained even if the methods used to obtain the 

intelligence could affect its reliability. There are no restrictions on the use of information that is 

obtained through second or third hand sources (hearsay), based on opinions of those of unproven 

expertise or reliance on information about bad character or past bad acts. Intelligence agencies 

only have a mandate to collect information about security risks and not to collect exculpatory 

evidence. 
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Evidence (Ideal Type) Intelligence (Ideal Type) 

1. about past events (crimes) 1. about future threats to security (risk) 

2. about acts (even the agreement in 2. about status (being placed on a watch 

conspiracy or the step beyond preparation list) and risk (being denied a security 

in attempt) clearance) 

3. public u:nless special circumstances such 3. secret or need to know unless special 

as a publication ban circumstances 

4. subject to cross-examination and 4. not subject to cross examination because 

confrontation of one's accuser of need to protect sources, methods and 

promises of confidentiality (caveats) given 

to foreign agencies 

5. disclosure of exculpatory material 5. no disclosure or perhaps even collection 
. , .. 
L • .J of exculpatory material 

6. disclosure of methods used to obtain (to 6. no disclosure of methods used to obtain 
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apply confessions rule and bills of rightS) intelligence to protect sources and methods 

7. external checks on accuracy such as 7. internal checks on validity and analysis 

cross-examination and acceptance by judge within the intelligence agency and by those 

or jury and application of burden and with the required security clearances 

quantum of proof without reference to any set quantum or 

burden of proof 

8. collected in relation to discretionary and 8. collected in relation to strategic 

discrete investigation of crimes that come evaluation of security threats (eg terrorism,· 

to the attention of the authorities Islamic terrorism) that can be established 

by responsible political officials 

9. concern with all known suspects and 9. concern with all known associates 

accomplices with ultimate application of without distinction between persons of 

crimin aljty standard to persons of interest interest and suspects and no restrictions on 

as well as restrictions on evidence of bad considerations of character or past bad or 
1 : .• 

character and similar fact evidence suspicious acts 

10. can be transferred between countries by 10. can be transferred freely between 

formal legal procedures with protections to countries with caveats with voluntary 

i ensure the basic reliability of the notation of reliability concerns by the 

r ' 
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infonnation countries that send or receive intelligence 

11. presented and evaluated by legal 11. presented and evaluated by employees 

experts and juries: expertise must be of the intelligence agencies, allied 

established to allow opinion evidence to be agencies and decision makers in 

introduced government: expertise is assumed and 

opinions readily accepted and acted upon 

12. Bounded record, and need for probative 12. No rules of relevance and expansive 

value that is greater than prejudicial effect cross -referencing in databases that are 

presumed to be reliable 

The point of these ideal models is not to provide a full and nuanced account of the actual 

worlds of intelligence and evidence, but rather to outline their competing norms and 

assumptions. There are obviously departures from these ideals models. For example, the police 

have been drawn to a more instrumental and risk-based approach out of the experience of 
~ •• J 

community policing and private security8 while the experience of wrongful convictions has 

revealed frequent departures from the ideals of the evidence paradigm when unreliable evidence 

is used to convict the innocent and exculpatory evidence is not collected or disclosed to the 

accused. In turn, intelligence agencies were not oblivious to concerns about the reliability of 

8 Richard Ericson and Kevin Haggerty Policing the Risk Society (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1997). 
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their product or the role that confirmation bias and the analyst's own views could play in shaping 

intelligence.9 

Although there are departures from the ideals of intelligence and evidence, the ideals are 

fundamentally different. For example, the main policy problem in the world of intelligence was 

intelligence failures, namely false negatives where the dots were not connected and agencies 

failed to warn governments of threats that occurred. IO In contrast, much work with respect to 

evidence, in part driven by the experience of DNA exonerations, has been devoted to the 

problems of wrongful convictions, I I namely false positives in which the innocent were 

convicted. 

The enduring tensions between intelligence and evidence remain. They can be seen in the 

recent criticisms that both the Panel of Eminent JuristsI2 and the UN's special rapporteur on 

protecting human rights and terrorism13 have made about the increased powers and influences of 

intelligence agencies since 9/11. Both bodies were influenced by lawyer's concerns about the 

need for adversarial challenge to evidence, critical assessment of the means through which 

intelligence was obtained and concerns about false positives that harm the innocent. 

The Basic Rules of Evidence and Intelligence 

Intelligence can in certain circumstances be used as evidence and there has been a general 

trend post 9111 to make increased use of intelligence and evidence and for intelligence agencies 

to work more closely with law enforcement. That said, however, the use of intelligence as 

9 Richard Heurer Psychology of Intelligence Analysis (New York: Novinka Books, 2006) 
10 Richard Betts Enemies of Intelligence (New York: Columbia University Press, 2007) 
11 Barry Scheck, Peter Neufeld and Jim Dwyer Actual Innocence (New York: New American Library, 2000) 
12 Eminent Jurists Panel Assessing Damage Urging Action (2009) at 78-79 noting one of the concerns about 
intelligence agencies is the traditionally weak role that lawyers have played in such agencies. 
13 NHRC/10/3 4 Feb. 2009 
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evidence transfonns the secret nature of intelligence by exposing it to adversarial challenge and 

publicity in open court. Moreover, the use of intelligence as evidence exposes intelligence to the 

discipline of the rules of evidence, most notably the rules restricting the use of hearsay evidence, 

character, similar act, opinion evidence and improperly obtained evidence. As will be seen, there 

are many instances where it is impossible to use intelligence as evidence. both because of 

principled concerns about ensuring the secrecy of intelligence sources and methods and because 

the reliability of the intelligence will be unknown and unknowable or suspect enough to make it 

unsafe to rely upon for the purposes of imposing significant legal consequences on individuals. 

Hearsay 

In the case of hearsay, some intelligence cannot safely be used as evidence because the 

declarant is unknown and/or unavailable. In addition, it may be impossible to know about 

conditions that may speak to the reliability of the hearsay because they are unknown or must be 

kept secret. This danger is particularly intense in cases such as those listed at pp.36 and 39 of the 

summary of evidence in the Diab case where the intelligence is received from a foreign 
", 

intelligence agency. Such agencies typically attach caveats or restrictions on the use of 

intelligence and may edit the intelligence that is made available in order to protect their own 

sources and methods. Another example of hearsay of unknown reliability is found at p.40 of the 

summary of the evidence where Mr. SHAGRIR relates infonnation that he apparently received 

from the MaSSAD. There is simply no way of detennining the reliability of this infonnation. In 

addition, the investigative summary makes frequent reference to media reports. One example is 

on p.37 where a journalist LAURENT GREILDSAMER recounts information "received from an 

official Israeli source there was no doubt that the attack had been committed by Palestinians." 

Again there is no way of detennining the reliability of sources. 

11 
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Expert Opinion Evidence 

Intelligence agencies develop expertise within them that might in some circumstances 

qualify as admissible expert evidence in court. That said, one problem is the use of data banks 

and phrases such as referring to a person as "already known to our services" Summary at pA2. 

The problem is the unknown nature of the expertise or the person who is formulating the 

opinion. Even if the expertise is accepted, there will often be a limited opportunity to provide 

effective adversarial challenge to the conclusions and opinions given by the expert because the 

identity of the person and the basis for their conclusi~ns will not be known. As discussed below, 

Intelligence agencies may also act on associations and past reports that are compiled in 

databases of unknown reliability that would not satisfy basic restrictions on the admissibility of 

evidence of bad character or past bad acts. 

Improperly Obtained Evidence 

The need to protect sources and methods may make it impossible for a court to know 

how evidence was obtained and to apply even the most basic rules concerning the exclusion of 

-. j- improperly obtained evidence because of concerns about its manifest unreliability. Thus a 

recurring problem that has been revealed in the post 9/11 era is the difficulty of knowing 

whether intelligence was obtained under circumstances, including torture or threats, that cast 

doubt on the reliability of the intelligence. 

Character and Similar Fact Evidence 

Intelligence agencies often focus on assessments of a person's character, for example, 

when conducting interviews and gathering information to determine whether a person should 

'-i~ be granted a security clearance. This material and subjective assessments of a person's 
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character or risks may be stored in data bases. Such information may affect intelligence in other 

cases without the limitations that the rules of evidence place upon the use of bad character 

evidence and evidence of prior bad acts. The rules of evidence restrict the use of such evidence 

because of the dangers of prejudice and propensity reasoning that may detract from a rational 

or fair approach to the establishment of guilt. Intelligence need not follow such rules because 

they are not primarily concerned with guilt and innocence: they are concerned with making 

judgments about risk and character. 

Burden and Quantum of Proof 

Intelligence will be evaluated not in relation to set burdens or quantum of proof but in relation 

to reactions to the acceptability and importance of the security risk. A person can be identified as a 

security risk on information that falls short of proof beyond a reasonable doubt or even proof 

on a balance of probabilities. Although each piece of evidence need not satisfy quantum of 
• • r· 

proof, evidence is ultimately judged against legal standards relating to the burden and 

quantum of proof that are not relevant to the formation of intelligence analysis. 

The Differences Between Evidence and Intelligence: The Abedlrazik Case Study 

A good example of how intelligence, especially when produced for public consumption 

and even use in court, can be totally resistant to adversarial challenge can be seen in the case 

of Abousfian Abdelrazik, a Canadian citizen, who in 2006 was included on a list compiled by the 

UN Security Council pursuant to Security Resolution 1267 as a person affiliated with al Qaeda.14 

Justice Zinn of the Federal Court determined that the Canadian government had violated 

14 For an account of another Canadian, Liban Hussein, who was also placed on a UN terrorist list and a Canadian list 
enacted under the United Nations Act, but who was eventually de-listed. See Alexandra Dosman "For the Record: 
Designating 'Listed Entities' for the Purposes of Terrorist Financing Offences at Canadian law" (2004) 62 
U.T.Fac.LRev. 1. 
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Abdelrazik's right to return to Canada. He was scathing in his evaluation of the intelligence-

driven UN listing process. He noted that the likely source of the intelligence concern was 

Abdlerazik's association with Ahmed Ressam who was convicted in the United States of plotting 

to blow up the Los Angeles airport and Adil Charkaoui one of the five men who have been 

detained in Canada under immigration security certificates. Justice Zinn concluded "It is said that 

one is known by the company one keeps; however, Mr. Abdelrazik has never been charged with 

any criminal offence, terrorism-related or otherwise, in Canada or elsewhere in the world. There 

is no evidence in the record before this Court on which one could reasonably conclude that Mr. 

Abdelrazik has any connection to terrorism or terrorists, other than his association with these two 

individuals.,,151bis conclusion reflects the value of evidence being introduced in a trial where its 

reliability and significance can be challenged by cross-examination and adversarial argument. 

The judge in this case deliberately discounted the intelligence about Abdelrazik's status and 

associations that had prompted his being listed first by the American government and later by the 

U.N. Security Council. 

Justice Zinn was critical of the UN listing process, concluding that "there is nothing in 

the listing or de-listing procedure that recognizes the principles of natural justice or that provides 

for basic procedural fairness". The listing process was not independent and impartial because "as 

appears may be the case involving Mr. Abdelrazik, the nation requesting the listing is one of the 

members of the body that decides whether to list or, equally as important, to de-list a person. 

The accuser is also the judge". He added: 

15 Abdelrazik v. Canada 2009 FC 580 at para 11. For a decision by the United H~man Rights Committee that the 
listing of two individuals by the 1267 committees violated rights to freedom of movement and privacy under the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights see Communication 1472/2006 CCPR/C/94/D/1472/2006. The 
Human Rights Committee, however, can only provide that member states provide a remedy and does not have 
jurisdiction over the Security Council. 
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It is difficult to see what information any petitioner could provide to prove a negative, i.e. 

to prove that he or she is not associated with Al-Qaida. One cannot prove that fairies and 

goblins do not exist any more than Mr. Abdelrazik or any other person can prove that 

they are not an AI-Qaida associate. It is a fundamental principle of Canadian and 

international justice that the accused does not have the burden of proving his innocence, 

the accuser has the burden of proving guilt. In light of these shortcomings, it is 

disingenuous of the respondents [the government of Canada] to submit, as they did, that 

if he is wrongly listed the remedy is for Mr. Abdelrazik to apply to the 1267 Committee 

for de-listing and not to engage this Court. The 1267 Committee regime is, as I observed 

at the hearing, a situation for a listed person not unlike that of Josef K. in Kafka's The 

Trial, who awakens one morning and, for reasons never revealed to him or the reader, is 

arrested and prosecuted for an unspecified crime. 16 

This judgment demonstrates how a secretive intelligence-driven process can be seen as utterly 

incompatible with the demands of evidence, due process, the presumption of innocence and 

proof of guilt. 17 

Shortly after the release of Justice Zinn's judgment rejecting the Canadian government's 

reliance on the UN listing as a justification for not facilitating Mr. Abedlrazik's repatriation to . 

Canada, the Security Council issued an explanation of sorts of its listing decision. It released new 

16 Ibid at para 53 

17 Not all judges have reacted as negatively as Justice Zinn to the use of intelligence as evidence. In a heavily 
redacted judgment, Justice Robertson of the District of Columbia District Court denied habeas corpus to a detainee 
at Guantanamo even while admitting that the government's case that he was associated with AI Qaeda is 
"gossamer thin" and based on "multiple levels of hearsay, and documents whose authenticity cannot be proven 
(and whose provenance is not known and perhaps not: knowable" see A wad v. Obama Civil Action No. 05-CV- 2379 
(Aug 12, 2009) at pps.6,20 of slip opinion) The United States Supreme Court has encouraged courts to admit 
hearsay evidence because of the government's "Iegitimate interest in protecting sources and methods of 
intelligence gathering." Boumediene v. Bush 128 S.Ct.2229 at 2276 (2008). 
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infonnation on its web site. On June 22, 2009 the following intelligence was publicly listed by 

the UN Committee: 

QI.A.220.06. ABU SUFIAN AL-SALAMABI MUHAMMED AHMED ABD AL
RAZZIQ 

Date on which the narrative summary became available on the Committee's website: 22 
June 2009 

Abu Sufian aI-SaIamabi Muhammed Ahmed Abd aI-Razziq was listed on 31 July 2006 
pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 of resolution 1617 (2005) as being associated with Al
Qaida, Usama bin Laden or the Taliban for ''participating in the financing, planning, 
facilitating, preparing or perpetrating of acts or activities by, in conjunction with, under 
the name of, on behalf, or in support of' and "recruiting for" Al-Qaida (QE.A.4.01) and 
Ansar ai-Islam (QE.A.98.03). 

Additional information: 

Abu Sufian aI-SaIamabi Muhammed Ahmed Abd aI-Razziq has been closely tied to 
senior Al-Qaida (QE.A.4.01)leadership. He has provided administrative and logistical 
support to Al-Qaida 

Abd aI-Razziq was closely associated with Abu Zubaydah, listed as Zayn aI-Abidin 
Muhammad Hussein (QI.H.1O.01), Usama bin Laden's (QI.B.8.01) fonner lieutenant 
responsible for recruiting and running Al-Qaida's network of training camps in 
Afghanistan. Abd aI-Razziq recruited and accompanied Tunisian RaoufHannachi for 
paramilitary training at Khalden camp in Afghanistan where Al-Qaida and other listed 
entities were known to train. Abd al-Razziq advised another individual concerning Al
Qaida training camps prior to this individual's departure for these camps. Abd al-Razziq 
also told this individual that he had been personally acquainted with Usama bin Laden 
while attending one of these camps himself Abd al-Razziq has also been associated with 
the Ansar al-Islam (QE.A.98.03) network. Abd al-Razziq was a member ofa cell in 
Montreal, Canada, whose members met in Al-Qaida's Khalden training camp in 
Afghanistan. Members of this cell with whom Abd Al-Razziq was closely associated 
included Ahmed Ressam and Abderraouf Jdey. After training in the Khalden camp, 
Ressam attempted to attack Los Angeles International Airport in conjunction with the 
Millennium celebrations in January 2000. Jdey has been closely linked with Al-Qaida 
operatives and involved in plans for conducting hijacking/terrorist operations. 

In 1996, Abd aI-Razziq attempted to travel to Checbnya to participate in the fighting but 
never made it there. In 1999 he journeyed to Checbnya in the company of others wanting 
to participate in fighting but was never able to travel further than a small area of 
Checbnya under the Russian control. 
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Related listed individuals and entities: 

AI-Qaida (QE.AA.Ol), listed on 6 October 2001 
Ansar al-Islam (QE.A.98.03), listed on 24 February 2003 

Usama Muhammed Awad bin Laden (QI.B.8.01), listed on 25 January 2001 
Zayn al-Abidin Muhammad Hussein (QLH.lO.Ol), listed on 25 January 2001 18 

Taken at face value, the above assertions would suggest ample justification for the listing. 

However, bald unsourced assertions cannot be taken at face value because their reliability is not 

known. The Committee asserted without providing any sources or dates that Abedlrazik had 

"provided administrative and logistical support to Al-Qaida"; "was closely associated" with Abu 

Zubaydah and was a member of a Montreal based Al-Qaida cell that included Ahmed Ressam. It 

also stated that Abedlrazik had told an unnamed individual that he had met bin Laden while 

attending a training camp. 19 Unsourced conclusions of unknown reliability cannot and should 

not be used as evidence to impose serious legal consequences on people. Concerns about 

protecting intelligence sources and methods means that there is no way to confirm if the 

information has been provided by multiple sources or from someone such as Abu Zabaydah who 

was waterboarded multiple times while in American custody. 20 The information provided by the 

1267 committee mayor may not be good intelligence. It certainly does not amount to evidence, 

something that Justice Zinn re-iterated when he made comments from the bench when, pursuant 

to his judicial order, Mr. Abedlrazik appeared before him upon his return to Canada 21 This case 

18 http://www.un.org/sc/committees/1267 /NSQI22006E.shtml 
19 http://www.un.org/sc/committees/1267 /NSQI22006E.shtml 
20 "September 11 Plotter waterboarded 83 TImes» Denver Post April 20, 2009 at 
http://www.denverpost.com/nationworld/ci_12180721. For other information on the treatment of Zabaydah 
which included confinement in a coffin-like cell see Jane Mayer The Dark Side (New York: Anchor Books, 2009) at 
164-179. 

21 Justice Zinn is reported to have said"I have no way of knowing whether you are or may be ... that may be 
deteImined by another judge or history ... but for now, I find those allegations unproven," Ingrid Peritz "Abdelrazik 
seeks to clear his name" Globe and Mail July 15,2009. 
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dramatically underlines the differences and enduring tensions between the values of intelligence 

and evidence. 

The UN listing process is relevant to the Diab case because it is driven by the 

demands of individual states to place individual on the list of persons associated with a particular 

fonn of terrorism. Reliance is placed on internal validation of the intelligence within the country 

and perhaps within the UN but not on formal adjudication of a person's guilt. Growing publicity 

about the list gives scholars a rare glimpse into the secretive world of intelligence. 

The Collection of Intelligence and the Dangers of Tunnel Vision or Confirmation Bias 

A number of inquiries in Canada have identified the problem of tunnel vision or 

confirmation bias as one of the contributing causes of miscarriages of justice and wrongful 

convictions. One particular indicia of tunnel vision is when investigators interpret ambiguous 

evidence as evidence of guilt even when completely different behaviour could also be said to 

support guilt. There are examples of this sort of thinking in the investigative summary. For 

example the failure of Y oucef EL KHALIL to make a declaration to clear Mr. Diab (p.60) seems 

to be ambiguous. An attempt to make such a declaration could be interpreted by someone 

operating under tunnel vision also as evidence of guilt. The same could be said of the "evidence" 

that Ms. COPTY did not visit Mr. Diab in Great Britain. (p.61) 

Some leading intelligence practioners and scholars are starting to recogrnze that 

intelligence collection and analysis may be distorted by a variety of cognitive biases including 

confirmation bias22 or what has been described as tunnel vision. Peter Gill and Mark Phythian, 

22 Richard J. Heuer Jr. Psychology of Intelligence Analysis (New York: Nova Publishers, 2006) at 28, 41, 59, 175. This 
book was written by a person who worked for the CIA from 1951 to 1979, retiring as the head of the methodology 
unit for the Director of Intelligence. Ibid at 7. The book devotes five chapters to various forms of cognitive biases 
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two leading intelligence scholars, have observed intelligence "remains an intellectual 

process ... However many 'facts' are compiled or integrated they still do not 'speak for 

themselves.,,23 A former CIA analyst has written that "in order to tell decisionmakers about what 

is going on overseas and who is doing it, intelligence analysts spend much of their time linking 

disparate data together to either 'connect the dots' or 'create the mosaic'" Re adds that "because, 

raw intelligence data .. .is usually fragmentary- providing an incomplete picture of what is 

actually going on overseas or in the mind of the adversary-the gaps in the data must be filled in 

with assumptions drawn from various sources, running from the theoretical literature to the 

analysts' idiosyncratic judgment. ,,24 

Richard Heuer, who worked within the CIA from 1951 to 1979 retiring as the head of the 

methodology unit in the Director of Intelligence's political analysis office, has warned of the 

dangers of premature closure, selective perception of relevant facts, cognitive biases and not 

considering alternative hypotheses.25 In what in the criminal justice context would be called 

tunnel vision, he has observed that "people do not naturally seek discbnfmning evidence, and 

when such evidence is received it tends to be discounted. ,,26 Like the others quoted above, Heuer 

has warned that intelligence analysis is closer to the process of writing history than conducting 

scientific analysis.27 Another person who works in military intelligence has drawn on Reurer's 

work to warn: "humans are prone to self-confirmation in cases where equivocal information 

exists or, in other words, 'we perceive what we expect to perceive'. A wealth of research has 

that can affect the analysis of intelligence including confirmation bias. It concludes that «Significant biases in the 
evaluation of intelligence estimates are attributable to the nature of human mental processes, and not just to self
interest and lack of objectivity, and that they are, therefore, exceedingly difficult to overcome." Ibid at 175. 
23 Peter Gill and Mark Phythian Intelligence in an Insecure World (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2006) at 84. 
24 Stephen Marrin 'I Adding Value to the Intelligence Product' in L Johnson Handbook of Intelligence Studies 
(Oxford: Routledge, 2007) at 200 
25 Richard J. Heuer Jr. Psychology of Intelligence Analysis (New York: Nova Publishers, 2006) at 28, 41, 59, 175. 
26 Ibid at 61 
27 ibid at 136 
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demonstrated the human tendency to search out and attend only to evidence that confrrms one's 

ideas, beliefs, or hypotheses. The probleD) with the confirmatory tendency is that only 

infonnation supportive of one's beliefs is attended to, even in the face of extremely 

disconfirming infonnation. Infonnation that could provide corrective feedback that one's beliefs 

are in error is rarely evaluated. This process of searching for confirmation can lead to some very 

inaccurate conclusions, and may lead to an increased, perhaps unjustified, confidence in one's 

conclusions. ,,28 

The Supreme Court in Charkaoui II stressed that retention of the original notes or raw 

intelligence was required to ensure that both the Ministers and the reviewing judges could 

discharge their duties under the statutory scheme. In both cases, the Ministers and reviewing 

judges should have access to the original data and notes to ensure the accuracy of the analytical 

reports and conclusions that CSIS prepared.29 The Court recognized that the analytical reports 

prepared by intelligence agencies could be overstated or just plain wrong. If criminal trials can 

reach wrong conclusions about guilt or innocence, it should hardly be surprising that intelligence 

analysis which is conducted in secret, without the application of the rules of evidence or set 

burdens and quantum of proof and without adversarial challenge may also be wrong. 

Nevertheless, sensational conclusions made by those who have secret raw intelligence- for 

example conclusions that Maher Arar and his wife are associated with AI Qaeda or that five of 

28 R. Scott Rodgers "Improving Analysis: Dealing with Information Processing Errors" (2006) 19 International 
Journal of Intelligence and Counterintelligence 619 at 624. 
29 The Court observed: "As things stand, the destruction by CSIS officers of their operational notes compromises 
the very function of judicial review. To uphold the right to procedural fairness of people in Mr. Charkaoui's 
position, CSIS should be required to retain all the information in its possession and to disclose it to the ministers 
and the designated judge. The ministers and the designated judge will in turn be responsible for verifying the 
information they are given. If, as we suggest, the ministers have access to all the undestroyed "original" evidence, 
they will be better positioned to make appropriate decisions on issuing a certificate. The designated judge, who 
will have access to all the evidence, will then exclude any evidence that might pose a threat to national security 
and summarize the remaining evidence - which he or she will have been able to check for accuracy and reliability 
- for the named person." Ibid at para 62. 
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the 9111 terrorists entered the United States from Canada30
- have an unfortunate way of sticking 

around long after they have original data for such conclusion has been found to be lacking. 

Although cases such as Charkaoui II are obviously not binding on the French and other foreign 

intelligence agencies that have contributed to the summary that has been prepared in the Diab 

case, it does illustrate a growing recognition of the possibility of error in intelligence analysis 

and the difficulties of subjecting secret intelligence to external verification and adversarial 

challenge. 

:... .J 
Conclusion 

Courts must be very cautious in relying on intelligence to impose legal consequences on 

individuals because intelligence is collected for fundamentally different purposes and under 

different rules than evidence. Intelligence is collected to provide governmental decision-makers 

with information about security risks. It is not collected with attention to the rules of evidence. 

There are no rules in intelligence analysis that restrict the use of hearsay, bad character and 

" . 
opinion. The circumstances under which information has been obtained may not be known or 

disclosed because of the need to preserve secrecy and even though it may affect the reliability of 

the information. Information about a person's bad character or bad acts may be retained in 

intelligence data banks and freely used. Opinions may be acted upon without establishing the 

expertise of those who provide the opinion. Intelligence will be evaluated not in relation to set 

burdens or quantum of proof, but in relation to reactions to the acceptability and importance of 
" '. , , 

the security risk and perhaps in reiation to the strategic goals of the intelligence agency. 

Intelligence agencies frequently rely on information obtained in their data bases, but it 

may be difficult to know the source of such information or challenge its reliability. The 

30 Andrew Mitrovica "Former US spy linked 9/11 terrorists to Canada" Toronto Star April 24, 2009 A23. 
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reliability of intelligence may be compromised or simply not known because of the importance 

of protecting the secrecy of intelligence sources and methods, particularly those of foreign 

agencies who voluntarily share information with in this case French authorities. 

With respect to hearsay and other rules of evidence, the practices of intelligence agencies 

may have more in common with the media who routinely rely on anonymous sources, hearsay 

and opinions from those who may not be qualified as experts than the practices of courts who 

operate subject to rules of evidence and rules relating to burden and quantum of proof. In this 

respect, it is noteworthy that the investigative summary makes use of media reports including 

hearsay and opinion in the media at several junctures. (see pp.37, 39) 

Although intelligence can be used as evidence, it must be disciplined by an application of 

rules of evidence that allow adversarial challenge of the evidence both with respect to its 

reliability and whether the information was obtained by improper means. It will be important to 

compare the conclusions reached by intelligence agencies against the raw intelligence if that 

information is available. A failure to provide such evidentiary filters to intelligence can result in 

the use of evidence that will in some cases be demonstrably unreliable. In other cases the 

reliability of the information will be unknown given the need to protect the secrecy of 

intelligence sources and methods including the confidential sharing of information between 

countries. The use of either unreliable intelligence or intelligence of unknown reliability is 

dangerous in proceedings with legal consequences. 
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